INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR

Fall 2018 Course List

Please Note:

I. This list includes courses offered in Fall 2018 that meet requirements for the IR Minor, but not all possible courses, for Groups 1-4. If you are interested in a course that you believe satisfies the IR Minor requirements and does not appear on this list or prior course lists, please see the administrative coordinator (during office hours or by appointment at irm@einaudi.cornell.edu). Please bring that course to the coordinator’s attention to assure that it counts towards the IR Minor before you enroll or finalize your class schedule next fall. Please provide the coordinator with the course description and the syllabus if possible.

II. To recall, the course requirements for the IR Minor are a total of 8 courses:

Option A:

• One core course from each of groups 1, 2, 3, and 4.
• One elective from each of groups 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Option B:

• One core course from each groups 1, 2, 3, and 4
• One elective from either group 1 or group 2.
• One elective from each of groups 3 and 4, and one additional elective from either group 3 or group 4.

III. For additional information or questions, please contact the administrative coordinator:

156 Uris Hall, Einaudi Center for International Studies
Phone: 607-255-7645
Email: irm@einaudi.cornell.edu
More information at: http://einaudi.cornell.edu/international_relations_minor
GROUP 1: INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS AND DEVELOPMENT

- Core
  - None offered this semester.

- Elective
  - AEM 2000 – Contemporary Controversies in the Global Economy
  - AEM 2350 – Introduction to The Economics Of Development
  - AEM 4420 – Emerging Markets
  - AEM/NS 4450 – Toward a Sustainable Global Food System: Food Policy for Developing Countries
  - AEM 4545 / ECON 3545 – International Finance and Macroeconomics
  - ASIAN/GOVT 3304 / CAPS 3049 – China's Next Economy
  - ASIAN/CAPS 3352 – Getting Rich in Modern China
  - ASIAN 3393 / CAPS/ECON 3380 – China's Economy Under Mao and Deng
  - ASRC/HIST 3652 – African Economic Development Histories
  - CRP 4770 – Seminar on Issues in African Development
  - DSOC/IARD 1100 – Perspectives on International Agriculture and Rural Development
  - ECON 3740 / PAM 4140 – Global Health Economics and Policy
  - ECON 3910 / NS 4570 – Health, Poverty, and Inequality: A Global Perspective
  - FDSC/IARD 4020 – Agriculture in Developing Nations I
  - GOVT 3494 / AMST/CRP 3854 – Special Topics in Regional Development and Globalization
  - HADM 4620 – Intercultural Communication in Global Business
  - ILRIC 2350 – Work, Labor, and Capital in the Global Economy
  - ILRIC 4325 – The European Social Model
  - ILRIC 4340 – Special Topics in International and Comparative Labor
- ILRIC 4344 – International Labor Law
- ILRIC 4360 – Global Comparative Disability Policy
- STS/BSOC 4691 / BIOEE 4690 – Food, Agriculture, and Society
GROUP 2: WORLD POLITICS AND FOREIGN POLICY

- Core
  - GOVT 1817 – Making Sense of World Politics

- Elective
  - ANTHR 4130 / SHUM 4630 – Recognition, Abjection, and State Ideology
  - ARTH/VISST 4854 / ASIAN 4499 – Water: Art & Politics in Southeast Asia
  - ASIAN 1174 / CAPS/HIST/MEDVL 1740 – Imperial China
  - ASIAN 1191 / CAPS/HIST 1910 – Introduction to Modern Asian History
  - ASIAN 2258 / HIST 2315 – The Occupation of Japan
  - ASIAN 2293 / CAPS/HIST 2931 – China's Early Modern Empire
  - ASIAN/HIST 3312 – What was the Vietnam War?
  - ASIAN 4478 / CAPS/HIST 4772 – China Imagined: The Historical and Global Origins of the Chinese Nation
  - ASRC 4650 / HIST 4091 / NES 4605 – Contesting Identities in Modern Egypt
  - CLASS 2675 / HIST 2650 – Ancient Greece from Helen to Alexander
  - GERST 4100 – The Seminar
  - GOVT 2553 – Inside Europe
  - GOVT 3353 – African Politics
  - GOVT 3715 – Political Theories of Colonialism
  - GOVT 3867 – War: Causes and Conduct
  - GOVT 4403 – War and the State in Comparative Perspective
  - HIST 1650 – Myths of Monarchy in Europe, Medieval Times to the Present
  - HIST 2163 – History of the United Nations
  - HIST 3710 – World War II in Europe
HIST/FREN/SPAN 4525 / ITAL 4520 / ROMS 4260 – Historicizing Communism
GROUP 3: TRANSNATIONAL PROCESSES AND POLICIES

- Core
  
  o DSOC/BSOC/NTRES/STS 3311 – Environmental Governance

- Elective
  
  o AAS 2100 / ANTHR 2410 – South Asian Diaspora

  o AIIS 4720 / AMST/ANTHR/ARKEO 4272 – Archaeology of Colonialism and Cultural Entanglement

  o AMST 2535 / ASRC/HIST/MUSIC 2525 – Music, Politics and Social Movements in the US and the World

  o ANTHR 4176 / FGSS 4876 / GOVT 4745 – Humanitarian Affects

  o ARKEO/NES 2661 – Ancient Ships and Seafaring: Introduction to Nautical Archaeology

  o ARKEO/ARTH/LATA 4162 – The Inca Empire and its Colonial Legacies

  o ARTH/VISST 2805 / ASIAN 2285 – Material Worlds: Trade and the Arts of Asia

  o ARTH/VISST 3419 – Rembrandt's Circle: Global Dutch - Travel and Trade in Africa, the Americas, Asia

  o ARTH/ASRC 4514 – Post Colonial Studies and Black Radical Tradition

  o ASIAN 2274 / HIST 2749 – Mughal India and the Early Modern World, c. 1500-1800

  o ASIAN/RELST 4462 – Religion, Colonialism, and Nationalism in South and Southeast Asia

  o ASRC/MUSIC 1330 – African Music

  o ASRC 3330 / GOVT 3333 – China-Africa Relations

  o COML 4575 / DSOC/ILRIC/LSP 4312 – Migration in the Americas: Engaged Research Methods and Practice

  o DSOC/STS 4301 / GOVT 4807 – Social Studies of Space, Technologies and Borders

  o FDSC/AEM/ANSC/CHEME 4880 – Global Food, Energy, and Water Nexus – Engage the US, China, and India for Sustainability
- HIST/ASTRO 1700 – History of Exploration: Land, Sea, and Space
- HIST/LATA 1950 – The Invention of the Americas
- HIST/STS 4120 / BSOC 4121 – Scientific Revolution in Early - Modern Europe
- IARD/ANSC 4000 – Feeding the World: The Biological and Quantitative Analyses of Livestock and Crop Systems
- IARD/PLSCS 4140 – Tropical Cropping Systems: Biodiversity, Social, and Environmental Impacts
- ILRLR 3830 – Workers’ Rights as Human Rights
- LA 3140 – Water and the City in Latin America
- LATA/AMST/ENGL/LSP 4565 – Traffic: Drugs, Bodies, Books
- MUSIC 3490 – Hip Hop in Global Perspective
- NTRES 3320 – Introduction to Ethics and Environment
- STS/BSOC/FGSS 4841 / ANTHR 4041 – What is (an) Epidemic? (Infectious Diseases in Historical, Social, and Political Perspective)
GROUP 4: CULTURAL STUDIES

Please note that * indicates course taught in foreign language.

- Core
  - ANTHR 1400 – The Comparison of Cultures

- Elective
  - AIIS 1100 / AMST 1600 / ANTHR 1700 – Indigenous North America
  - AIIS/AMST 2350 / ANTHR/ARKEO 2235 – Archaeology of North American Indians
  - AIIS/AMST/NTRES 3330 – Ways of Knowing: Indigenous and Place-Based Ecological Knowledge
  - AIIS/ENGL 3560 / AMST 3562 – Thinking from a Different Place: Indigenous Philosophies
  - AMST/ASRC 1500 / GOVT 1503 – Introduction to Africana Studies
  - ANTHR 1900 – Global Engagements: Living and Working in a Diverse World
  - ANTHR/NES/RELST 2415 – Anthropology of Iran
  - ANTHR/FGSS/LGBT 2421 – Sex and Gender in Cross-Cultural Perspective
  - ANTHR/ARKEO 2430 – The Rise and Fall of Civilization
  - ANTHR 4025 / SHUM 4625 – Deranged Authority: The Force of Culture in Climate Change
  - ANTHR/ARKEO 4216 / LATA 4215 – Maya History
  - ANTHR 4490 / FGSS/LGBT 4290 / RELST 4240 – The Sexual Politics of Religion
  - ANTHR 4637 / NES/RELST 4537 – Shi’ism: Debates and Discourses
  - ANTHR/ARKEO 1200 – Ancient Peoples and Places
  - ANTHR/ARKEO 2245 – Health and Disease in the Ancient World
  - ARKEO/CLASS 2700 / ARTH 2200 – Introduction to the Classical World in 24 Objects
o ARKEO/ARTH/LATA/VISST 3566 – Art and Architecture of the Pre-Columbian Americas

o ARKEO/ARTH 4233 / CLASS 4746 – Greek and Roman Art and Archaeology

o ARTH 2400 / VISST 2645 – Introduction to Renaissance and Baroque Art & Society

o ARTH 2600 – Introduction to Modern Western Art, from the Age of Revolutions to the Age of Capital

o ARTH 4578 / ASRC 4502 – African Cinema

o ASIAN 1193 / FGSS/LGBT 1940 / HIST 1930 – A Global History of Love

o ASIAN 2208 – Introduction to Southeast Asia

o ASIAN 2211 – Introduction to Japan

o ASIAN 2245 / MUSIC 1341 / VISST 2744 – Gamelan in Indonesian History and Cultures

o ASIAN/RELST 2261 – Indian Ocean Buddhism

o ASIAN/CAPS/FGSS 2267 – Women and Society in China

o ASIAN 2270 – East Asian Imagination of Death

o ASIAN 2278 – Eurasia after Tamerlane: the Worlds of the Timurids, Safavids, and Moghuls

o ASIAN 2289 / CAPS/HIST/RELST 2209 – Daoist Traditions

o ASIAN/RELST 2299 – Buddhism

o ASIAN/RELST 3311 / NES 3511 – Performing Islam in Southeast Asia

o ASIAN/HIST 4428 – The Formation of the Field: Japan as Area

o ASIAN/VISST 4436 / PMA 4536 – Topics in Indian Film

o ASIAN/FGSS/LGBT/PMA/RELST 4451 – Gender and Sexuality in Southeast Asian Cinema

o ASIAN 4481 / COML 4700 – Translation and Cultural Difference

o ASRC 2003 – Africa: The Continent and Its People
- ASRC 2020 / PHIL 2525 – Introduction to African Philosophy
- ASRC/COML 2235 / ENGL 2935 – New Visions in African Cinema
- ASRC/LATA 2308 / HIST 2541 – Modern Caribbean History
- ASRC 4601 / EDUC 4590 – Educational Innovations in Africa and the Diaspora
- CAPS/CHIN 4406 – Readings in Chinese History and Business Culture*
- CHIN 3309 – Business Chinese in Cultural Context I*
- CAPS/CHLIT/MEDVL 4420 – Tang Poetry: Themes and Contexts*
- CLASS 1615 – Introduction to Ancient Rome
- CLASS 2603 – Initiation to Greek Culture
- CLASS 2604 – Greek Mythology
- CLASS/FGSS 2633 – Sex, Gender, and Identity in Ancient Greece and Rome
- COML/JWST/NES 2754 – Wondrous Literatures of the Near East
- ENGL/MEDVL 3080 – Icelandic Family Sagas
- ENGL/JWST/MEDVL 4180 – The Imaginary Jew: Roots of Antisemitism in Medieval England
- FREN 2310 – Introduction to French and Francophone Literature and Culture*
- FREN 3240 – French Classics
- FREN 3350 – Romance to Revolution: The French Novel Before 1850*
- FREN 3460 – Intellectuals: A French History*
- FREN 4230 – Revolution, Sexuality, Empire in Modern French Fictions
- FREN 4540 – Montaigne and Skepticism*
- GERST 2700 – Introduction to German Culture and Thought*
- GERST 2020 – Literary Contexts and Texts: The Myth of 1968*
- GERST 2040 – Perspectives on German Culture*
o GERST 3075 – Print Matters*

o GERST 3225 – Bestseller*

o GERST 6131 / PHIL 4003 – German Philosophical Texts*

o GOVT 4986 - Other Feminisms

o GREEK 3120 – Seminar in Greek*

o HEBRW/JWST 3104 – Dynamics and Changes of Israeli Culture and Language*

o HIST/NES 1561 – Introduction to the Ottoman Empire

o HIST/BSOC/STS 1941 – The History of Science in Europe: From the Ancient Legacy to Isaac Newton

o HIST 2530 / MEDVL/NES/RELST 2655 – Introduction to Islamic Civilization

o ITAL 2204 – The Cinematic Eye of Italy*

o JWST/NES 2601 – An Introduction to the Ancient Near East

o JWST/NES/RELST 2644 – Introduction to Judaism

o JWST/NES 3525 – Palestinians in Israel

o LA/ARKEO 2620 – Laboratory in Landscape Archaeology

o LATA/PORT 2800 – Perspectives on Brazil

o LATA/MUSIC 3609 – Brazilian Ensemble - Deixa Sambar

o LATIN 2201 – Latin Prose*

o LATIN 7262 / MEDVL/PHIL 4002 / RELST 4100 – Latin Philosophical Texts*

o LING 3321 / ROMS 3210 – History of Romance Languages I*

o MUSIC 1201 – European Music from the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Baroque

o MUSIC/RELST 3312 – Music in World Religions

o PMA 3550 / VISST 3175 – Global Cinema I

o PORT 3210 – Reading Rio
- RUSSL 3331 – Introduction to Russian Poetry
- SPAN 2230 – Perspectives on Spain
- SPAN 4830 – 21st Century Latin American Literature
- SPAN 2140 – Modern Spanish Survey*
- SPAN/LATA 2150 – Contemporary Latin American Survey*
- SPAN/LATA/MEDVL 2170 – Early Modern Iberian Survey*
- SPAN 2235 – Perspectives on Spain in Spanish*
- SPAN 4470 – Theory of the Novel*
- THAI 3303 – Thai Literature I*